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whose essentialcrystal structure is known, an alternate procedure presents itself, which was not consideredby Hey: the use of the totalnumber
of atomic sitesper cell, as found in the structure determination, divided
by Z, the number of formula units per cell, if desired. This procedure
carries the assumption that both omission and addition solid solutions
are absent.It has been found advantageousfor mineralssuch as tourmaIines,where substitution is so abundant that one should not assumeany
one crvstallographicposition to be free of it. The assumption made is,
of course,checked in the end, when the observeddensity is compared
with the calculated density, which is based on the derived formula and
the cell dimensions.Hey's recommendedproceduredoesnot permit this
comparisonof densities,and although in theory it is just as good to compare the calculatednumber of atoms per cell with the number required
by the structure, in practice this is lesssatisfactory.The density comparison has becomeso standard that data compilationssuch as Crystal Data
(Donnay, 1963)devote a column to each densitv. In addition, and more
important, the errors inherent in density and cell-dimensiondeterminations, as discussedby Hey (1939,p.403), are kept out of the formula.
The advantagesthat this proceduremay have for many mineralsover
the proceduresthat assume a constant number of certain cations or
anions are the following. There is no need to decideeach time which elements should be used as the basis of computation. No assumptionconcerning the formula is "built in" when the formula is derived. The per
cent error in the conversionfactor is minimized by the proposedprocedure.
I wish to thank the many scientistswho have kindlv discussedthis
problem with me, especialll'Drs. M. Hey, Brian Mason, E. G. Zies and
J. Zussmanfor their constructiveremarks.
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DISCUSSION
OF "PYRRHOTITEMEASUREMENT''BY GROVESAND
FORD,,4M. MINERAL. 48,9t1-913
PBron R. Busocr, DeportmentsoJ Geologyand.Chemistry,
Arizona Slate University, Tempe, Arizona.
Much interest has been shown in the use of pyrrhotite (Fe1-*S) for
geothermometry as describedby Arnold (1962) and Arnold and Reichen
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(1962).However, their curve for determining the compositionof pyrrhotite from r-ray measurementsis useful only for hexagonal samples,
whereasmuch natural material consistsof either monoclinicor a mixture
of hexagonaland monoclinicpvrrhotite.
Groves and Ford (1963) comment on methods by which monociinic
pyrrhotite must be processedin order to make it hexagonal,and certain
of their points need clarification.Before doing this, it should be emphasizedthat no matter how manipulated, monoclinic pyrrhotite may be of
little or no value for thermometry becauseit may not exhibit the same
extendedrange of compositionas does the hexagonalform.
Two points mentioned by Groves and Ford will be discussed:
I ) the degree of oxidation of pyrrhotite when exposed to the atmosphere, and
2) the use of diffraction patterns of material containing both monoclinic and hexagonal
pyrrhotite for determining the composition of the hexagonal form.

In connectionwith grinding pyrrhotite in air, Groves and Ford mention that "the effects of oxidation are negligible over a short period"
(p.911). Although this may be substantially correct, a warning should
be added that finely ground pyrrhotite should not be left exposedto the
air for many days. Neglecting the effect of trace elements, possible
reactionswhen pyrrhotite is not properly protected from the atmosphere
are:
1) For Fe.rich materialFer-* S f
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Thus, pvrrhotite tends to oxidize and so change
where x(x'(x".
toward an intermediate equilibrium composition (Buseck, 1962a).
Grlnvold and Haraldsen (1952) indicate that pyrrhotite examined by
them showed, upon oxidizing, a decreasein unit cell dimensions produced by a relative increasein sulfur content. When compared to static
pyrrhotite grains, the rate at which oxidation occurs will be greatlv
acceleratedby the pressure developed during crushing and grinding.
Such pressureproduceslarge stresseson the individual grains, activating
their surfacesand generating heat, which further facilitates the reaction. Thereforeit seemsthat oxidation would be most pronouncedduring grinding; the results below show that it occurs even understatic
exposureto the atmosphere.
Ten samplesof hexagonalpyrrhotite were examinedfor compositional
changesas a result of oxidation that may have occurred during the three
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)ears that they were stored at room temperature. In each case the
original mounts were examinedboth beforeand after the storageperiod.
Unfiltered Fe r-radiation was used for the measurement, with Si as an
internal standard.The sampleswere oscillatedeight or more times using a
scanningspeedof fo per minute and a chart speedof 1,, per minute.
The range in-the value of drozof the unoxidizedsampleswas 2.0472to
2.0689+.0010A, correspondingto a range in atomic per cent of Fe of
45.80 to 47.55 (Arnold, 1962). The maximum compositional change encounteredas a result of oxidationin threeyearswasan apparentdecrease
of
0.35 atomic per cent Fe. This occurredin the most Fe-rich sample of the
group. Samplescontaining slightly less than 47.0 atomic per cent Fe
showed no change in the d162,whereas those containing still smaller
amounts of Fe showeda slight increasein the d162,
suggestingthat in these
samplesoxidation producesa decreasein the S content. The measured
changeswere thus in the direction indicated by equations(1) and (2).
The effect of oxidation was determined for one specimen nine days
after the initial measurementof the d162was made-it indicated a loss of
0.2 atomic per cent Fe from its original compositionoI 47.2atomic per
cent Fe. No further change was indicated when the same mount was
again r-rayed after three years, suggestingthat the rate of oxidation is
most rapid upon initial exposureto the air, as might be expected.From
their results,it seemslikely that the samplesof Grovesand Ford were in
the compositionalrange where oxidation would not be pronounced;however,it is certainly necessaryto usecaution when dealingwith pyrrhotites
of unknown composition.
When r-rayed, many specimensexaminedb)' Grovesand Ford showed
two peaks about 0.35o 20 apart, occurring at roughly 56" 20 with FeK"
radiation. As the relative intensitv of the peaks varied for the several
specimens,the authors concluded that there was hexagonalpyrrhotite
mixed with the monoclinic pyrrhotite, in agreement with the concrusions
of Bystrrim (1945). It is presumably not known whether this hexagonal
pvrrhotite is the original high temperatureform or the low temperature
inversion product describedb)' Grlnvold and llaraldsen (1952). Groves
and Ford found that when the sampleis annealedat 600oC. for 18 hours,
the singlereflectionproducedby the hexagonal(102) peak coincideswith
"the reflection having the lower value of 2d when both structural types
(hexagonaland monoclinic) are present.',They thereforeconclude that
measurementof the peak with the lower 20 in the unannealedsample is
adequatefor determining the composition of the hexagonalpyrrhotite.
This is not a generally valid conclusion.Moreover, if the sample is trury a
mixture of monoclinic plus hexagonal pyrrhotite at low temperatures,
then the measurementof only the "hexagonal',peak of the unhomog-
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enized sample would not provide information on the original composition of the entire sample.
Recent work (Buseck, 1962b; Kullerud et a|,.,1963) has shown that the
position of the (102) reflectien,and thus the composition of hexagonal
pyrrhotite formed by anneaiingmonoclinic material, is a function of the
annealingprocedure.The compositionalchangesduring heating depend
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Frc. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of the (102) reflections of hexagonal pyrrhotite
(r'B," (rC") and-the (2O2) and (202) reflections of monoclinic pyrrhotite ("A"). Sample
"A" was annealed in an evacuated tube for 0 t hours at 555' C. to produce "B" and for 100
hours at 346" C. to produce "C."

either on exsolution of pyrite from the pyrrhotite or on reaction with
minor pyrite which may remain in the sample even after repeatedmagnetic separations.Which reaction does in fact occur is a function of the
original pyrrhotite composition as well as the heating temperature and
time. In order to minimize the effectsof re-equilibration during annealing'
it is best not to heat the samplesabove470oC. or for periods Ionger than
several minutes.
Since the dror of hexagonalpyrrhotite obtained by heating can have
varying values,dependingon the heating history, and sinceit is probable
that pyrrhotite heated at 600o C. for 18 hours will have partially reequilibrated (Kullerud et a1., 1963), it is not generally vaiid to use such
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material for determining the composition of the original pyrrhotite. Indeed, the single hexagonal peak produced by annealing monoclinic
pyrrhotite may be made to approximate either of the original monoclinic
peaks (Fig. 1), dependingonly on the annealinghistory of the pyrrhotite.
If the lower monoclinic peak was consideredcoincidentalwith one produced by coexisting hexagonal pyrrhotite, as suggestedby Groves and
Ford, and so plotted on the curve of Arnold (1962), it would indicate a
temperature of approximately 400oC., whereasthe hexagonal pyrrhotite
peaks produced by annealingwould, in this instance,indicate temperatures ranging from below 350" C. up to 570' C. Thus the exact superposition that Groves and Ford found betweenone of the monoclinicpyrrhotite peaks and the hexagonalpeak produced by annealing is probably
{ortuitous.
At the present time it appears as if the determination of the original
composition of samplesnow containing monoclinic pyrrhotite presents
seriousdifficulties, il r-ray methods are to be usedI these may possibly be
avoided if the samplesare heat treated. However, even in this instance
problems are likely to arise if, for example, there is incomplete homogenization, incomplete inversion of low temperature phases,or if there is reequilibration with extraneous pyrite during heating. Until further work
clearly definesthe Iow temperature forms of pyrrhotite and their relation
to the high temperature hexagonal variety, samples containing monociinic pyrrhotite shouldbe usedfor geothermometryonly with the utmost
caution if at all.
The writer is grateful to Drs. Gunnar Kullerud and Carleton Moore for
reviewing the manuscript and making heipful suggestions.
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